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ABSTRACT
The present disclosure provides a method for protecting the “identity” of random numbers used in multiplayer games, which prevents fraud related to access to random game elements by insiders. The method enables a distribution of random numbers by a game server in a way that the game server does not know the “identity” of random numbers but the game server may independently verify these random numbers. The method includes receiving transformation information, generating random numbers, transforming random numbers according to the transformation information, sending the transformed random numbers to a game server, securing, via the game server, the transformed random numbers, sending the transformed random numbers from the game server to a remote client, and transforming the transformed random numbers to recreate the generated random numbers.
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1. RECEIVING ENCRYPTED TRANSFORMATION INFORMATION
2. Decrypting the encrypted transformation information
3. Generating random numbers
4. Transforming random numbers according to the decrypted transformation information
5. Sending the transformed random numbers to a game server
6. Protecting, via the game server, the transformed random numbers
7. Sending the transformed random numbers from the game server to a remote client
SECURE PROVISIONING OF RANDOM NUMBERS TO REMOTE CLIENTS

[0001] This patent application claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional Patent Application Ser. No. 61/161,304, filed on Mar. 18, 2009, the entirety of which is hereby incorporated by reference herein.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Game servers require random numbers for variety of reasons, for example, to draw winning numbers, to generate game outcomes, and to distribute cards. To prevent attacks on random numbers generated by game servers, conventional gaming regulators may require external (e.g., independent) random number generator (RNG) servers be used for random number generation. Security guidelines/standards set by, for example, the World Lottery Association, recommend that external RNG systems are used for random number generation, for example, draws or instant winnings generation. As a result of required system redundancy, multiple RNG servers are often used.

[0003] However, use of multiple RNG servers introduces issues for, for example, games that require a state of random numbers to be preserved, games that issue cards to different players from a same deck of cards, and/or games that issue random numbers for individual players where the issued random numbers are dependent upon previously generated random numbers. An exemplary issue for game servers is vulnerability to an attack by insiders illegally accessing a game server which makes it possible, for example, to learn what cards have been dealt to a particular player.

[0004] Therefore, a system and method are needed where random numbers can be generated on any RNG server and can not be revealed to persons having access to a game server. For example, what is needed is a system that includes external RNG servers where a random number generation process is provided such that access to a game server does not permit access to random numbers (e.g., cards) that have been issued to a player.

SUMMARY

[0005] In embodiments, described herein is a method for protecting random numbers. The method includes receiving encrypted transformation information, decrypting the encrypted transformation information, generating random numbers, transforming random numbers according to the decrypted transformation information, sending the transformed random numbers to a game server, protecting, via the game server, the transformed random numbers, sending the transformed random numbers from the game server to a remote client, and transforming the transformed random numbers to recreate the generated random numbers.

[0006] In further embodiments, described herein is a method for protecting random numbers using asymmetric encryption. The method includes receiving a public key of a remote client by a random number server, generating random numbers, encrypting the random numbers with the public key, sending the encrypted random numbers to a game server, protecting the encrypted random numbers via the game server, sending the encrypted random numbers from the game server to a remote client, decrypting the encrypted random numbers with a private key by a remote client, and recreating the generated random numbers.

[0007] In still further embodiments, described herein is a system for playing card games. The system includes a random number generation server, a remote client, and one or more processors. The one or more processors are programmed to receive transformed random numbers from the random number generation server, secure transformation information, and verify random numbers.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0008] The embodiments described herein may be better understood by referring to the following description in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

[0009] FIG. 1 is an exemplary block diagram of a gaming environment.

[0010] FIG. 2 is an exemplary block diagram for providing random numbers to a remote client from random number generator (RNG) servers without a game server knowing actual values of the provided random numbers.

[0011] FIG. 3 is an exemplary block diagram for providing random numbers to player devices from RNG servers without knowledge from a game server of actual values of the provided random numbers.

[0012] FIGS. 4 and 5 are exemplary block diagrams of a verification of random numbers provided by a remote client to a game server.

[0013] FIG. 6 is an exemplary flow chart illustrating a process for protecting random numbers.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0014] The present disclosure provides systems and methods for protecting an “identity” of random numbers used in multiplayer games, for example, prevent fraud related to access to random game elements by insiders. The systems and methods described herein enable a distribution of random numbers by a game server in a way that the game server does not know the “identity” of random numbers but the game server may independently verify these random numbers.

[0015] While the making and use of various embodiments of the present disclosure are discussed in detail below, the embodiments of the present disclosure provide many applicable inventive concepts that may be embodied in a wide variety of specific contexts. The specific embodiments discussed herein are merely illustrative of specific ways to make and use the invention and do not delimit the scope of the present disclosure.

[0016] To facilitate the understanding of the present disclosure, a number of terms are defined below. Terms defined herein have meanings as commonly understood by a person of ordinary skill in the arts the relevant to the embodiments of the present disclosure. Terms such as “a,” “an” and “the” are not intended to refer to only a singular entity, but include the general class of which a specific example may be used for illustration. The terminology herein is used to describe specific embodiments of the present disclosure, but their usage does not delimit the present disclosure, except as outlined in the claims.

[0017] The order of execution or performance of the operations in embodiments of the present disclosure illustrated and described herein is not essential, unless otherwise specified. For example, it is contemplated that executing or performing a particular operation before, contemporaneously with, or
after another operation is within the scope of aspects of the present disclosure. Embodiments of the present disclosure may include additional or fewer operations than those disclosed herein.

Provided herein are systems and methods for securing random data generated on one or more random number generator (RNG) servers (300). In embodiments, the random data generated on one or more RNG servers (300) are not provided to game server (100), and therefore, cannot be obtained by an attack on game server (100).

Figs. 1 is an exemplary gaming environment. One or more remote clients (200) may communicate directly or indirectly with game server (100) via, for example, a network. Game server (100) communicates directly or indirectly with one or more RNG server(s) (300) via, for example, a network. In embodiments, a remote client (200) and RNG server(s) (300) use a transformation of random numbers (e.g., cards) that cannot be interpreted directly by a game server (100). Where a single embodiment, only transformed random numbers are passed between RNG server(s) (300) and remote client (200) while original random numbers are used by remote client (200). However, one of ordinary skill in the art guided by the teaching herein will appreciate that there may be multiple ways of verifying random numbers presented by remote client (200) to game server (100).

In embodiments, there are multiple different transformations of random numbers that are possible. For example, a transformation may be one or more of the following: mapping a set of numbers into another set of numbers, standard symmetric or asymmetric encryption, an algorithmic transformation, and a combination of the above transformations.

Following is an example of mapping a set of numbers into another set of numbers in a game using a deck of cards (e.g., a standard deck of 52 different cards). Mapping is defined by ordering cards in a certain described way. For example, the 2 of clubs may be assigned a first position, followed by the 3 of clubs in the second position, and so on up to the ace of clubs. Diamonds, hearts, and spades are ordered similarly from the 2 to the ace, respectively. Each card is represented by a number corresponding to a position/natural order of the card. The numbers/position assigned to each card range from, for example, 1-52. In this example, position number 1 represents the 2 of clubs, position number 2 represents the 3 of clubs . . . position number 14 represents the 2 of diamonds . . . position number 27 represents the 2 of hearts, and so on. Next, 52 uniform different random numbers are generated (e.g., 27, 23, 11, 3, 51 . . . ) from a range of 1-52. The generated random numbers are mapped to the assigned numbers representing each of the cards. This mapping is then used to encode random numbers received by remote client (200). That is, as the generated random numbers are received, the generated random numbers are assigned a new number according to the order in which they are received. For example, when a random number is received in position number 1 (e.g., random number 27) the value of original number 27 is used (e.g., the 2 of hearts) replacing the previous value of position number 1 (e.g., the 2 of clubs), and when a random number is received in position number 2 (e.g., random number 23) the value of original number 23 is used (e.g., the jack of diamonds) replacing the previous value of position number 2 (e.g., the 3 of clubs). This process of “mapping” is continued for each of the remaining 52 numbers. One of ordinary skill in the art guided by the teaching herein will appreciate that any other mapping method could be used, as long as the mapping method enables a representation of each random number.

When using encryption as a method of transformation, encryption with an encryption key provided by remote client (200) may be used by RNG server(s) (300). In case of symmetric encryption, such as 3DES or AES, a secret key may be used to encrypt generated random numbers. In this example, a secret key is sent in a secure way between remote client (200) and RNG server(s) (300). RNG server(s) (300) use this secret key to encrypt random numbers sent back to remote client (200). Remote client (200) decrypts the received encrypted random numbers using the same secret key provided by remote client (200). In case of asymmetric encryption, (e.g., RSA encryption), a public key from remote client (200) is sent to RNG server(s) (300). RNG servers (300) use this public key to encrypt random numbers before they are sent back to remote client (200). Remote client (200) then uses the private key to decrypt received random numbers.

In some embodiments, more than one system can provide RNG server(s) (300) functionality. As described herein, RNG server(s) (300) functionality is provided by one or more systems and is explained using an example of a single RNG server (300). Examples of a transformation using encryption are also provided herein. Furthermore, symmetric encryption as a transformation method is similar to algorithmic transformation using a secret key, therefore, only the description of one method is provided herein as a description of one of the methods is sufficient for both methods.

The sequence of events described in Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate embodiments of a process that provide random numbers to a remote client application. In embodiments, a remote client (e.g., remote client (200)) may be, for example, a personal computer, a notebook, a tablet computer, a mobile phone, a smart phone, a slot machine, an electronic poker table, a lottery terminal, a video lottery terminal, a POS device, a specialized gaming device, a server computer, a hand-held or laptop device, a multiprocessor system, a microprocessor-based system, a set top box, a programmable consumer electronics, a network PC, a minicomputer, a mainframe computer, or distributed computing environments that includes any of the above systems or devices, or any other device or application requiring random numbers. In one embodiment, each instance of remote client application may be treated as a separate remote client.

As shown in Fig. 2, remote client (200) generates transformation information. For example, when mapping, remote client (200) may generate a set of unique random numbers from a same or bigger range as requested random numbers (209). These remote client generated random numbers are used to map random numbers, received from game server (100), into original random numbers. In this example, symmetric encryption is used as a transformation, and thus, an encryption key may be generated. For asymmetric encryption, remote client’s (200) public key may be used. For example, when using AES as a transformation algorithm, an AES key is generated. In embodiments, an encryption algorithm or a transformation type may be included in transformation information.

After transformation information is generated, transformation information is secured or encrypted (202) in such a way that only RNG server(s) (300) can understand it. In one embodiment, securing of the transformation informa-
tion is accomplished using asymmetric encryption with a public key from RNG server(s) (300). In further embodiments, all RNG servers (300) may share a same private key. In still further embodiments, each external server may be used by RNG servers (300) to decode transformation information and a public key of the external server may be used by remote client (200) for encrypting transformation information. For the purpose of this disclosure, use of such an external server may be a part of RNG server(s) (300) functionality. In one embodiment, if remote client’s (200) public key is used as transformation information, the public key of the remote client (200) does not need to be encrypted when sent to game server (100) and consequently to RNG server(s) (300).

Secured transformation (202) is sent with a request for one or more transformed random numbers (209) to game server (100). Game server (100) retrieves encrypted RNG state information (103) and thereafter sends and sends the retrieved encrypted RNG state information (103) with a request for transformed random numbers (109) and secured transformation (102) to at least one of the RNG servers (300). However, if the request for one or more transformed random numbers (209) is a first request for a set of random numbers (e.g., a game is just starting and the first cards are retrieved for a first player), game server (100) may send “dummy” RNG state information (103) or no RNG state information (103) at all. Once RNG server(s) (300) receive secured transformation (302/402/202) and encrypted RNG state information (103) (303), RNG server(s) (300) decrypt RNG state information (103/303) and retrieve remote client transformation (304). For example, if mapping is encrypted using an asymmetric algorithm or a symmetric algorithm, RNG server(s) (300) may decrypt the mapping using a corresponding algorithm and/or a corresponding key. Further, if a symmetric encryption is used for transformation, a secret key used for transformation is decrypted so that the decrypted secret key can be used to encrypt random numbers sent back to game server (100).

In one embodiment, RNG server(s) (300) may generate requested random numbers (305). RNG server(s) (300) transform the generated requested random numbers (305) according to a transformation (306) used to create the transformed random numbers. For example, if mapping of random numbers is used, RNG server(s) (300) may map generated requested random numbers (305) according to mapping of remote client (200). Further, if encryption is used, RNG server(s) (300) may encrypt requested random numbers using an appropriate algorithm with a key provided by remote client (200), and, once this is done, RNG server(s) (300) may encrypt RNG state information (312) and transformation information (313) by using, for example, symmetric encryption and/or a key shared between at least one RNG server(s) (300). In one embodiment, a same key is used for encryption of both transformation information (312) and RNG state information (313). Encrypted RNG state information (313) and/or encrypted transformation information (312) are sent to game server (100) with requested transformed random numbers (317). Encrypted RNG state information (113/313) and encrypted transformation information (112/312 and/or 302/302/202) may be preserved on game server (100) so that they can be sent at a later time to RNG server(s) (300).

In some embodiments, encrypted transformation information (312) is not sent from RNG server(s) (300) to game server (100). For example, encrypted transformation information (312) is not sent from RNG server(s) (300) to game server (100) if encrypted transformation information (312) is provided to RNG server(s) (300) in a same format as originally provided from remote client (200). Transformed random number response (117/317) may be sent to remote client (200). Remote client (200) transforms back transformed random numbers (218), and if mapping is used, remote client (200) maps back random numbers. Further, if encryption is used, remote client (200) decrypts random numbers using a previously generated key. In one embodiment, transformed random numbers are preserved by game server (100) to allow for a verification that the transformed random numbers were provided to remote client (200). In one embodiment, transformed random numbers are secured by authentication data from game server (100). The authentication data is provided to remote client (200) together with transformed random numbers. This data may be subsequently provided by remote client (200) together with transformed random numbers to game server (100) for verification. In embodiments, authentication data may be, for example, HMAC, with a secret key known primarily by game server (100).

Together, with a request for transformed random numbers (209/309/309), player identifier (108/308) may be provided. In one embodiment, player identifier (108/308) may be used to track distribution of random numbers to specific remote clients by RNG server(s) (300). In an environment where game server (100) does not provide player or remote client identifier (108/308), RNG server(s) (300) may create unique identifiers/tags for player or remote client (200). A design of the RNG state information in such a way that player identifier (108/308) is related to random numbers issued is used to allow for verification of random number to be tied to a specific player. However, if player or remote client identifier (108/308) is provided by game server (100) for random number generation, a verification method may be simplified by verifying that correct transformation information is provided by game server (100), for example, that transformation information belongs to a specific player (e.g., a specific remote client (200)). In a situation where player identification is not provided by game server (100), RNG server(s) (300) may verify that a particular random number belong to a specific player. For example, RNG server(s) (300) may generate unique player tags that are stored with RNG state information and transformation information. These tags can then be matched when random number, RNG state information, and/or transformation information are provided for verification.

In embodiments, processing of a request for subsequent random numbers, as shown in FIG. 3, is similar to the processes shown/described with respect to FIG. 2. For example, as shown in FIG. 3, there is not a need for a generation of a transformation of random numbers because transformation information is already generated and stored on game server (100) or another system. Subsequently, secured transformation, as shown in FIG. 2, is neither sent nor processed by remote client (200). Transformation information for remote client (200) is retrieved from either encrypted transformation sent with a first response (FIG. 2, data 112 and 212), or originally sent secured transformation (FIG. 2, data 102). Transformation information (102) and encrypted RNG state information (103) may be sent to one of the one or more RNG server(s) (300). Once RNG server(s) (300) receives transformation information (102/202) aand/or encrypted RNG state information (103/303), RNG server(s) (300) decrypts
RNG state information and retrieves remote client transformation (304). However, if transformation information was encrypted using asymmetric algorithm or symmetric algorithm, RNG server(s) (300) decrypts transformation information using a corresponding algorithm and/or a corresponding key. RNG server(s) (300) may generate or request random numbers (305) and transform generated random numbers according to transformation (306) of remote client (200), and RNG server(s) (300) may encrypt RNG state information (313). Encrypted RNG state information (313) may be sent together with transformed random numbers (317) to game server (100). In one embodiment, encrypted or secured transformation information and encrypted RNG state information (113/313) are preserved on game server (100) so that they can be sent to RNG server(s) (300) at a later time. Transformed random numbers response (117/317) is sent to remote client (200). Remote client (200) may retrieve random numbers from transformed random numbers using previously generated transformation (218). For example, if mapping is used, remote client (200) decodes mapped random numbers, and if encryption is used for transformation, remote client (200) decrypts transformed random numbers. In one embodiment, a transformed random number may be preserved on game server (100). The transformed random number could then be used by game server (100) for verifying that the transformed random number is provided to remote client (200).

In one embodiment, with a single RNG server (300), RNG state information and transformation information can be kept on a single RNG server (300). In embodiments, when information is kept on a single RNG server (300), the information does not have to be encrypted.

Remote client (200) may generate a new transformation for each activity session or game, or remote client (200) may generate a new transformation each time remote client (200) sends a request for transformed random numbers. In one embodiment, remote client (200) sends transformation information identification or a hash. However, if a transformation identification or hash on game server (100) is not the same transformation identification or hash on remote client (200), transformation information is requested from remote client (200). One of ordinary skill in the art guided by the teachings herein will appreciate that steps for transforming and transforming back random numbers to protect random numbers content from game server (100), and combining transformation information for different players together may be executed in a number of different orders.

In embodiments, secured or encrypted transformation and encrypted RNG state information are preserved on game server (100). This allows a request for random numbers combined with secured or encrypted transformation and encrypted RNG state information to be sent to any one of the RNG servers (300). Random numbers passed from RNG server(s) (300) to remote client (200) may be transformed using a transformation of an individual remote client (200) transformation. For example, when mapping is used, random numbers may be transformed using mapping of remote client (200), and when encryption is used, generated random numbers (e.g., generated random numbers combined with accidental or “dummy” data) may be encrypted using an encryption key provided by remote client (200). In one embodiment, game server (100) does not have access to the transformation information because the transformation information is encrypted, nor does game server (100) retrieve information about random numbers provided to different remote clients (200).

In embodiments, game server (100) verifies random numbers as revealed, discarded, or played by remote client (200). This can be executed in a few different ways by, for example, using RNG state information and random numbers to verify random numbers, or using transformation information, random numbers, transformed random numbers, and optionally RNG state information to verify random numbers.

In embodiments, as shown in FIG. 4, one or more random numbers (251/151/351) may be provided together with player identification (158/358) and encrypted RNG state information (153/353) to RNG server(s) (300). In one embodiment, RNG server(s) (300) decrypts RNG state information (354) and verifies (357) that random numbers were previously generated for remote client (200). A verification result (361/161) is then sent back to game server (100). Optionally, RNG state information may be updated to include that a random number was already verified and new encrypted RNG state information (163) may be sent back to game server (100). However, in a case of a verification failure, both RNG server(s) (300) and game server (100) may log the failure and, for example, set an alarm.

In embodiments, as shown FIG. 5, remote client (200) may send random numbers (251) together with transformed random numbers (252) to game server (100) to be stored. In one embodiment, game server (100) verifies whether transformed random numbers were provided to remote client (200). Game server (100) may then forward random numbers (151/251) and transformed random numbers (152/252) together with secured or encrypted transformation information and encrypted RNG state information (153) to RNG server(s) (300). RNG server(s) (300) decode transformation information and encrypted RNG state information (353/153), transform back (354) transformed random numbers (351/151/251), and verify (355) if these transformed back transformed random numbers match transformed random numbers received (352/152/252). If mapping is used, random numbers may be mapped and checked against mapped random numbers. If encryption is used, encrypted random numbers may be decrypted and checked against random numbers. Verification result (361) is then sent back to game server (100). Any verification failure may then be logged (162/362) on both RNG server(s) (300) and game server (100).

In one embodiment, game server (100) stores transformed random numbers during random number generation process. This allows for a verification of transformed random numbers received from remote client (200). In one embodiment, game server (100) may add some security information to the transformed data before sending the transformed data to remote client (200). This security information could be later sent back to game server (100) from remote client (200) during a verification process. Security information may be, for example, an identifier of transformation information stored by a game server, an HMAC, or an encryption of the transformation information with a secret key known only to
game server (100). Sending such additional information might be of particular importance if game server (100) is in a distributed environment.

[0040] While the verification process above illustrates particular embodiments, it is within the scope of the present disclosure to provide a different verification process. Thus, in embodiments, verification may be done in many ways by, for example, sending a random number or transformed random number, encrypted transformation, and encrypted RNG state information only for transformation on RNG server(s) (300). However, some steps may be optional or done in a different order/location. In one embodiment, game server (100) may keep information about transformed random numbers and verify if a transformed random number belongs to a specific player, and RNG server(s) (300) may verify only transformation of random numbers, or game server (100) may request transformation information for a specific number and verify correctness.

[0041] In one embodiment, during verification, RNG server(s) (300) log every transaction, and an identifier may be assigned to each transaction while remote client (200) receives and stores a transaction identifier. Remote client (200) and game server (100) may use a transaction identifier to correlate a transaction to a random number. RNG server(s) (300) may then use a transaction identifier to locate a random number and verify that the random number was issued for a particular transaction.

[0042] In embodiments, a state of available random numbers may be logged for future audit. This state could be logged on game server (100), RNG server(s) (300), or another external system. In one embodiment, provided herein is an audit system that analyzes a sequence of random numbers and states of available random numbers to verify an integrity of generated random numbers. Furthermore, random numbers may be compared against game outcomes, for example, to validate how random numbers were used.

[0043] The methods described above allow for generations of any type of distributions. Random numbers may be generated using any random generation method, such as true RNG, PRNG (pseudorandom number generator), random numbers distributed from a previously generated file or set of random numbers, cryptographic random from external or internal source, auditable RNGs, such as described in U.S. Pat. No. 6,934,846, which is incorporated herein by reference in its entirety, or any other method.

[0044] Verification may be executed in real time. For example, verification may be executed when a player's random number is presented, or in the alternative, verification can also be done at a later time.

[0045] Random numbers may be used for any kind of game, including but not limited to, dice games, card games, multiplayer games on the Internet or in a casino, multiplayer action games requiring random input, simulated racing games, slot machines, table games, and the like.

[0046] In one embodiment, RNG server logs, locally or on an external system, necessary received and necessary processed information for future audit. In one embodiment, for future audit, game server (100) stores information provided by RNG server(s) (300) in both encrypted and transformed format. An audit system may retrieve, decrypt, and verify this information.

[0047] In a further embodiment, game server (100) and RNG server(s) (300) are integrated into a same system. In this embodiment, RNG server(s) (300) control access to RNG state information and transformation information, as well as control a general flow of information that follows the methods described above.

[0048] As illustrated herein, game server (100) is a single server. In a gaming environment, game server (100) might be replicated, work in distributed, n-plexed, a clustered environment, or be any other configuration.

[0049] It is within the scope of the present disclosure to generate individual mapping of random numbers for remote client (200) in RNG server(s) (300) and pass this mapping to remote client (200) using encryption in a way that game server (100) cannot decode it.

[0050] Referring next to FIG. 6, an exemplary flow chart illustrates a process 600 for protecting random numbers. At 602, encrypted transformation information is received. At 604, the encrypted transformation information is decrypted. At 606, random numbers are generated. At 608, random numbers are transformed according to the decrypted transformation information. At 610, the transformed random numbers are sent to the game server (100). At 612, the transformed random numbers are secured, via the game server (100). At 614, the transformed random numbers are sent from the game server (100) to the remote client (200). In embodiments, the remote client (200) transforms the transformed random numbers to recreate the generated random numbers.

Exemplary Operating Environment

[0051] A computing device or a computer as described in the present disclosure may have one or more processors or processing units and a system memory. The one or more processors execute computer-executable instructions for implementing aspects of the disclosure. In some embodiments, the one or more processors are transformed into a special purpose microprocessor by executing computer-executable instructions or by otherwise being programmed. For example, the one or more processors may be programmed with instructions such as described herein with reference to FIG. 6. The computer typically has at least some form of computer readable media. Computer readable media, which include both volatile and nonvolatile media, removable and non-removable media, may be any available medium that may be accessed by computer. By way of example and not limitation, computer readable media comprise computer storage media and communication media. Computer storage media include volatile and nonvolatile, removable and non-removable media implemented in any method or technology for storage of information such as computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules or other data. For example, computer storage media include RAM, ROM, EEPROM, flash memory or other memory technology, CD-ROM, digital versatile disks (DVD) or other optical disk storage, magnetic cassettes, magnetic tape, magnetic disk storage or other magnetic storage devices, or any other medium that may be used to store the desired information and that may be accessed by computer. Communication media typically embody computer readable instructions, data structures, program modules, or other data in a modulated data signal such as a carrier wave or other transport mechanism and include any information delivery media. These skilled in the art are familiar with the modulated data signal, which has one or more of its characteristics set or changed in such a manner as to encode information in the signal. Wired media, such as a wired network or direct-wired connection, and wireless media, such as acoustic, RF, infrared, and other
wireless media, are examples of communication media. Combinations of any of the above are also included within the scope of computer readable media.

[0052] The system memory includes computer storage media in the form of removable and/or non-removable, volatile and/or nonvolatile memory. The computer may operate in a networked environment using logical connections to one or more remote computers, such as a remote computer.

[0053] Embodiments of the invention are operational with numerous other general purpose or special purpose computing systems and environments or configurations. The computing system environment is not intended to suggest any limitation as to the scope of use or functionality of any aspect of the invention. Moreover, the computing system environment should not be interpreted as having any dependency or requirement relating to any one or combination of components illustrated in the exemplary operating environment. Well known computing systems, environments, and/or configurations may be suitable for use with aspects of the invention.

[0054] Embodiments of the invention may be described in the general context of computer-executable instructions, such as program modules, executed by one or more computers or other devices. The computer-executable instructions may be organized into one or more computer-executable components or modules. Generally, program modules include, but are not limited to, routines, programs, objects, components, and data structures that perform particular tasks or implement particular abstract data types. Aspects of the invention may be implemented with any number and organization of such components or modules. For example, aspects of the invention are not limited to the specific computer-executable instructions of the specific components or modules illustrated in the figures and described herein. Other embodiments of the invention may include different computer-executable instructions or components having more or less functionality than illustrated and described herein. Aspects of the invention may also be practiced in distributed computing environments where tasks are performed by remote processing devices that are linked through a communications network. In a distributed computing environment, program modules may be located in both local and remote computer storage media including memory storage devices.

[0055] In operation, a computer executes computer-executable instructions embodied in one or more computer-executable components stored on one or more computer-readable media to implement aspects of the invention described and/or illustrated herein.

[0056] Having described aspects of the invention in detail, it will be apparent that modifications and variations are possible without departing from the scope of aspects of the invention as defined in the appended claims. As various changes could be made in the above constructions, products, and methods without departing from the scope of aspects of the invention, it is intended that all matter contained in the above description and shown in the accompanying drawings shall be interpreted as illustrative and not in a limiting sense.

What is claimed is:

1. A method for protecting random numbers, the method comprising:
   - decrypting encrypted transformation information;
   - generating random numbers;
   - transforming random numbers according to the transformation information;
   - sending the transformed random numbers to a game server, securing, via the game server, the transformed random numbers;
   - sending the transformed random numbers from the game server to a remote client, wherein the remote client transforms the transformed random numbers to generate the generated random numbers.

2. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising:
   - generating transformation information;
   - encrypting the transformation information using an asymmetric algorithm;
   - sending the encrypted transformation information.

3. A method in accordance with claim 1, wherein transforming random numbers according to the decrypted transformation information comprises mapping, standard encryption, or using a private algorithm with a secret key.

4. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising retrieving encrypted transformation information by at least one or more of the following: using a separate system providing decryption service, and decrypting information with a private key used by one or more random number generation servers.

5. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising:
   - encrypting transformation information;
   - safeguarding transformation information on a same system or another system for one or more remote clients.

6. A method in accordance with claim 5, further comprising adding a player identifier or player tag with transformation information.

7. A method in accordance with claim 5, further comprising using a same encryption key by one or more random number generation servers for encryption.

8. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising:
   - preserving, in an encrypted format, random number generator state information on a random number generation server, the game server, or another system; and
   - passing random number generator state between the game server and one or more random number generation servers.

9. A method in accordance with claim 8, further comprising preserving random number generator state information about specific random numbers issued to specific remote clients.

10. A method in accordance with claim 8, further comprising preserving, in an unencrypted format, random number generator state information and transformation information on a random number generation server or another trusted system.

11. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising providing, by the remote client, one or more random numbers and one or more transformed random numbers for verifying random numbers.

12. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising verifying, via a game server, random numbers generated by sending random numbers and/or transformed random numbers and transformation information to a random number generation server or a third party system for verification.
13. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising storing transformed random numbers for future verification.

14. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising one of storing encrypted random number generator state information for future generation and/or verification of random numbers, or sending transformed random numbers with authentication information to the remote client.

15. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising using a separate system for verifying random numbers, wherein the separate system is a random number generation server or another third party system, and wherein the separate system is configured to do one or more of the following:
   use encrypted transformation information;
   use encrypted random number generator state information and at least one random number; and verify that a specific random number belongs to a particular remote client.

16. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising verifying random numbers, via an audit system, by one or more of the following: analyzing consecutively issued random numbers for a game, verifying if random numbers are properly issued to particular remote clients, and verifying if random numbers are consecutively issued for a game.

17. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising verifying issued random numbers by providing random numbers and a transaction identifier to a random number generation server.

18. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising using random numbers for a card game or a dice game.

19. A method in accordance with claim 1, connecting the gaming or gambling devices to the game server, and wherein the remote client is part of the gaming or gambling devices.

20. A method in accordance to claim 1, further comprising, sending, from the remote client to the game server, random numbers and one or more of the following: security information, and transformation information.

21. A method in accordance with claim 1, further comprising:
   generating transformation information in a random number generation server;
   encrypting transformation information using either an asymmetric or a symmetric algorithm; and
   sending encrypted transformation information by the random number generation server to the remote client via a gaming system.

22. A method for protecting random numbers, the method comprising:
   receiving a public key of a remote client;
   generating random numbers;
   encrypting the random numbers with the public key; and
   sending the encrypted random numbers to a game server, wherein the game server secures the encrypted random number and sends the secured encrypted random numbers to a remote client for decryption.

23. A gaming system for playing card games, the system comprising:
   a game server; and
   one or more processors programmed to:
   receive transformed random numbers, the transformed random numbers transformed by a random number generation server according to transformation information received from a remote client;
   secure the transformation information; and
   verify random numbers.

24. A gaming system in accordance with claim 23, wherein the one or more processors are programmed to verify random numbers by sending the random numbers to the random number generation server for verification, or by sending the random numbers to a separate third party for verification.